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Abstract— Network threat has always persisted in every 

organization. Packet filtering is the one of the major 

contemporary firewall design techniques. An important design 

goal is to arrive at the decision at the packet level only. 

Implementation of such packet filter using Binary Decision 

Diagram (BDD) gives more advantages in terms of memory 

usage and look up time. In the traditional list-based packet filter 

firewall where rules are checked one by one for each incoming 

packet, the time taken to decide on a packet is proportional to 

the number of rules. The system is proposed to prevent the 

illegitimate use in an authorized group of networks, the packet 

filter acts as a network antivirus, where the administrator can 

define certain rules on the system that can levied on the 

organization. The term proctor is defined for the prototype. 

Given the system makes a comparison between list based and 

the BDD based approach, coupled with detection of novel set of 

attacks on the system. The system also uses a data mining model 

to generate real time rule for the firewall within the 

organization. Apriori Algorithm is used for this purpose, 

Apriori is the best algorithm used for mining association rules, 

which helps out to detect novel anomaly attack.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Security is the need of today’s net connected environment. 

With the increasing need of the internet, security remains in 

number of potential sources of attacks and network requires 

protection from all sorts of vulnerabilities to it. Hence to 

overcome this issue systems need to be carefully configured 

so that the systems become robust. A firewall is such device 

hardware/software which prevents the network from 

tampering, intrusion and maintaining the integrity of the 

system. Firewalls are basically installed to ensure the 

consistent policy across an organizations network. [1] 

 

A. Firewall 

A Firewall is an independent network device which is 

responsible for the security of the network; it basically acts as 

a proctor for the network environment. A Firewall is 

hardware or a software device or combination of both. 

Firewalls are broadly categorized into three sub categories 

namely: 1) Application Level Firewall,(which are protocol 

specific)[3] 2) Circuit Level Firewall, 3) Packet Filter 

Firewall. The proposed system makes the use of Packet 

Filtering approach. 

A.1. Packet Filter Firewall  

A Packet Filter Firewall is a core component of any network 

inspection tool available today. The application of this type of 

firewall is on the network layer of the protocol stack [2]. This 

type of Firewall makes a check on, each and every incoming 

and outgoing traffic packet by packet. IP packets contain 

information about the source and destination and internally it 

contains of transport layer information such as source and 

destination address, ports and protocols. TCP and UDP are 

such protocols under the transport layer whereas the TCP is 

the connection oriented and UDP is connectionless protocol. 

The packet filtering approach is widely used and adapted due 

to the following reasons.  

 

i) The Development cost of such system is cheap as 

compared to other available systems. 

ii) The approach is transparent and makes easier to use for 

development purpose [4] 

iii) Most importantly these are very fast with regards the 

available counter parts. 

 

The proposed system makes use of such type of approach for 

filtering the packets. The system focuses on the five available 

dimensions that are protocol, source port, source address, 

destination port, and destination address [5,6]. 

 

Consider a case of an organization where numerous machines 

are connected to a central server to which this firewall is in 

place which governs the overall activity of the network, this 

means all the traffic flow using the packet filtering approach 

in place will flow from that particular firewall. The general 

convention is that certain rules are levied on such type of 

arrangement so that the inflow of packets can be restricted on 

the basis of the rules. Traditionally a designer will follow the 

list based rule set, and when packet arrives at the firewall it 

gets checked from the rule set and whether to allow that 

packet or not is the look out of that firewall. Imagine millions 

of packets follow throughout the network organization and 

checking each and every bit of information that too on a 

packet level will be very bothersome and time consuming. 

Instead of a list based approach the system uses a BDD 

approach. BDD is a data structure that used generally to store 

the data in binary format. The approach used here [8] is the 

trie based approach where in the network policies are 

demonstrated as trie based format which is an ordered set of 

tuples maintaining the precedence of the rules and ensuring 

the integrity among them, further using a trie approach [7] 
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makes it easy as it removes the multiple rules from the rule 

set making it easier for accessing. To show a uplift-ment on 

the traditional based approach that is the list based approach, 

as the disadvantage of list based approach were stated earlier 

[5], these types of traditional systems can be only adapted in 

static type of environment whereas the modern approach 

suggests the usage of BDD. Therefore a trie based system us 

is definitely good for an environment which is dynamic and 

also supports practical usage. So the main aim of fastening up 

the process of scanning the packets at firewall gets satisfied 

by using the above methodology by making the access time 

of the rule list. 
 

B) Intrusion Detection  

Intrusion detection system (IDS) is a tool which monitors real 

time and live traffic and guards the network from any 

malicious activity. In any network the most important thing is 

to protect the data and to avoid unauthorized access to any 

network which violates the network foundation. In a sense 

they make correct action to prevent all the possible set of 

attacks and in return they provide with set of intrusive 

activities. An intrusion is an activity that compromises the 

security for any system. In the proposed design the IDS 

works in the background, it functions on the basis of the 

supplied signatures of the intrusion activities and comes up 

with the activities leading an intrusion. These signatures are 

usually the pattern of attacks that can happen on any system, 

with the increasing need of computer and networking more 

and more number of possible attacks are possible, so one 

needs to keep constantly updating the signature database 

which will hold the signatures. The proposed system uses 

apriori algorithm, one of the classic data mining approach for 

item set mining. It proceeds by identifying the frequent 

individual items in the database and extending them to larger 

and larger item sets as long as those item sets appear 

sufficiently often in the database. The frequent item sets are 

determined by Apriori and can be used to determine 

association rules which highlights the general trends in the 

database, this has application in market basket analysis and 

also in determining the known sets based on some probability 

factor, as the patterns of the attacks share same nature which 

can be determined by apriori at the first place.  

 

II APPROCH 
 

A. Binary Decision Diagram  

A binary decision tree diagram BDD, is a tree type data 

structure used to represent Boolean values [9]. Processing 

over binary data is quite fast and efficient; BDD consists of 

one of the many decision nodes and two terminal nodes and 

edges which connect these nodes. A weighted node is marked 

with high (1) and a un weighted node is marked as (0). The 

BDD can be classified as follows: 

 

Ordered BDD (OBDD): here each variable in BDD appears 

at most once in each complete path and if the variables 

appear in same order in all the paths [8]. 

 

Reduced OBDD (ROBDD): it is a form of ordered BDD but 

it does not have redundant nodes. ROBDD is the most used 

type of BDD in application [8]. Figure 1 demonstrates a BDD 

and Figure 2 demonstrate ROBDD which is in reduced 

fashion.  TABLE 1 represents a table of variable ordering for 

the construction of BDD. As in the figure it represents a BDD 

tree in which a weighted cyclic graph is represented. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Represents ROBDD, it clearly demonstrates that the number of 
states or rules gets reduced and that’s the result the application of ROBDD is 

much in use as compared to traditional BDD. 

 

B. Use of BDD as a firewall  

Each packet contains header information such as a protocol, 

source address, source port, destination, and destination port. 

All these are represented through a binary format [10]. 

Suppose the protocol is TCP and the number is 6 that get 

converted to 00000110. To store these kind of variables are 

used for holding its place.  The basic theory of BDD packet 

filter firewall is given in the report [10]. The actual traversal  

  

     
of the BDD is done from top to bottom. Example, number 6, 

128,64 contains the following 8 bits. 

First line in Example I contains bits for the number 6. The 

above BDD (i.e. Fig. 2) represents both the numbers 6 and 3. 
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Therefore the number 6 would be traversed within the BDD 

by comparing each bit from top to bottom and reaches the 

leaf node 1 and that indicates the number and is accepted by 

the BDD mechanism. Bits that are in the second line are 

represented are for number 128. At node p7, if the bit is 0 it 

then traverses to the p6, but now the bit 1 which had reached, 

reaches the leaf node 0, indicating that 128 is rejected by the 

BDD. Number 128 then gets rejected by the BDD due to the 

mismatch at node number p6. The table also demonstrates 

variables that are required to store the access list in the BDD 

format. For the purpose of example and a broader perspective 

the below table mentions the rule set that are implemented in 

the system, which the admin of the system maintains.  
 

Example 1. 

 

Using the BDD way makes the system advantageous as the 

BDD has a non-redundant computation strategy, where the 

look up with regards the rules is done without any repetition. 

Therefore owing to BDD based approach redundant rules are 

curtailed and save the look up time where as in a traditional 

list based approach the look time is enormously large. BDD 

also supports multidimensional filtering where as in the five 

key elements mentioned in the above table states and the  

foremost important thing is that the entire operation is in 

binary making in efficient and faster [14].  

 

C. Data Mining in Firewall  

Data mining is a comprehensive approach to mine the 

frequent patterns of a data set to get an extensive result which 

is undiscoverable set of patters which current systems can’t 

find at the first place. Data mining is a correlation technique 

of handling the data [12]. Data mining approach results a 

general pattern or a trend after analyzing the facts. There are 

several data mining approaches out of which the proposed 

system uses Apriori algorithm, Apriori algorithm is an 

association mining technique. Data mining approach in 

intrusion detection systems were used for auditing propose. 

Association rules are one of the data mining techniques. 

Association mining provides the set of information in the 

form of if-then statements, but they are based on certain 

probability [13]. Association has two numbers that expresses 

degree of uncertainty about that rule; these are referred as 

antecedent and consequent. The ‘if’ part is known as the 

antecedent and ‘then’ part is called as the consequent. They 

are simply an item set which don’t have any item set in 

common. The two numbers that express the degree of 

uncertainty of the rule is one which demonstrates the support 

for the rule and the other is for the confidence of the rule  

A Formal model of association is stated below: 
 

I = {i1, i2,…., in} Set of items  

D: Database of transactions 

T ε D : a transaction, T ⊆ I 
TID: unique identifier, associated with each T 
X: a subset of I 
T contains X if X⊆T 
Association rule: X => Y here X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I and X ∩Y = Ø 
 Supp(X ∪ Y)  = Number of transactions in D contain (X ∪ Y 

) 

conf (X => Y) = supp (X ∪ Y) 

    supp(X)  

 

Apriori is a well suited algorithm for finding association on 

large sets of data that allows implication outcomes that 

consist of more than one item. 
 

D. Apriori Algorithm 

The main idea of apriori algorithm is to find frequent item 

sets whose occurrences exceed the predefined threshold. 

Apriori uses knowledge from previous item sets that occur 

frequently. 

For creating frequent set lets define: 

 Ck as a candidate itemset of size k 

 Lk  as a frequent item set of size k 

Main steps of iteration are: 

1. Find frequent set L k-1  

2. Join step: Ck is generated by joining Lk-1 

(Cartesian product Lk-1 * Lk-1) 

3. Prune step (Apriori Property) : Any (k-1) size 

itemsets that is not frequent cannot be the a subset of 

a frequent k size itemsets, hence it should be 

removed. 

4. Frequent sets Lk has been achieved now. 

 

Apriori uses a breadth-first search and has a hash like tree 

structure which makes candidate keys themselves. Candidate 

keys have a higher frequency than minimum support 

threshold that are qualified to be the frequent item sets. 

Pseudocode is given below. 

 

Apriori(T,   ε) 

L1 <= {large 1-itemsets that appear in more than  ε 

transcations} 

 k <= 2 

  while Lk-1 ≠ Ø 

    Ck <= Generate(Lk-1) 

    For transacations t ε T 

   Ct <= Subset(Ckt) 

  for candidate c ε Ct 

    count[c] <= count [c] +1 

 Lk <= {c ε Ck | count [c] ≥ ε } 

 K <= k+1 

return ∪Lk 

            k 

the above pseudo code demonstrates apriori algorithm which 

is used in the proposed system to detect the anomalies.  
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III DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
 

This section focuses on the implementation and its details, 

which leads to a successful completion of a packet filter and 

anomaly detector. The Table II contains the list of set of rules 

which states the rules for the functioning of the system, but in 

real life scenario there might be thousands of such rules that 

govern this type of a system. The implementation of this type 

of system is done by converting the parameters of rule field 

into binary data as to optimize the performance of BDD. The 

algorithm takes in the five dimensions namely protocol 

number, source address, port number, and destination address 

and port number, convert each of them into binary bits, store 

it to form a binary file in .blif file, for which the input is the 

rule list as stated in Table II. 
 

A. Development of packet filter 

The dot files also known as the CUDD file [11] which is the 

input to the system are the decider of the legitimate action 

based on the incoming and outgoing packets. 
 

A.1 Algorithm: BDD Lookup algorithm 

 //input is the dot file 

 //output is the accepted or the rejected packet. 

 Check the head of the BDD given by the CUDD 

 If(solid) then  

  final_op = 1 

 else 

  final_op = 0  

 lookup_ptr = first_node of the BDD 

 while (lookup_ptr ==1 OR lookup_ptr == 0) 

  if (header bits[lookup_ptr] = 1) 

   lookup_ptr = high(lookup_ptr) 

  else 

   lookup_ptr= low(lookup_ptr) 

  if (loopup_ptr == 1) then 

   ACCEPT the packet 

  else 

   REJECT the packet 

The above algorithm searches the BDD generated by the 

CUDD with respect to the rule set for which the BDD is 

generated. Thereafter it takes in each bit of the header and 

compares with the BDD generated. The CUDD is a package 

fro0m University of Colorado(CU), and is appropriately 

named as CUDD. It is supposedly the best BDD available 

package.  

IV PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system is a firewall which takes decisions 

automatically within the network and blocks the traffic 

coming from the outside world into the network based on the 

set of rule set which are explicitly provided to the system. 

This makes it a complete solution for the network based 

intrusion attacks as well as packet filtering approach to block 

a miss happening. Below is the pictorial representation of the 

system in board aspect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.demonstrates the proposed system flow whereas the 

firewall acts like the proctor of the two entities that is the 

organization that is the within organist ion network and the 

outside world that is world wide web (www). 

At the internet layer i.e. the WWW, its handling is done by 

the BDD approach, where in return to the incoming packet 

inside the organization the packets gets evaluated from the set 

of rules whose computation is done by BDD algorithm which 

is mentioned above in A.1. Here the purpose of redundant 

rules and faster processing of the rules is done, hence 

avoiding a bottle necking situation. For example there are 100 

rules in the rule list and the 98th rule is the most frequent rule 

to be used under, with regards the list based approach for 

each and every packet it needs to do that many computations, 

but with BDD the number of computations reduces as it 

supports faster processing with its trie based structure . At the 

organization front it acts as a SNORT, which is the most 

popular used Intrusion detection software that performs 

content searching, and matching that also includes using rule 

sets and can be used to detect a variety of attacks which can 

happen within the network. Snort supports a variety of 

applications such as generating alert messages for the user 

based activities just as a log mechanism. In the current 

system same type of snort functionality is used to monitor the 

user behavior to catch any malicious activity on the network. 

For that training set of database has been attached which 

monitor these user activities and computes out a confidence 

factor for the possible form of an anomaly on a network. If 

the level of predefined malicious activity exceeds the limit, 

an alarm would be raised to the administrator notifying the 

intent of the attack and on that basis the administrator can 

take the necessary action. Figure 4 illustrates the scenario of 

the method.  Misuse or the system verses the anomaly a user 

can create is taken into consideration. 
 

A. Misuse vs. Anomaly Detection  

 In misuse detection system the system analyses recorded 

information by doing a comparison from the database, the 

system monitors the activities and records events, and each 

event is matched with the set of rules. An anomaly is some 

abrupt activity that violates the system if at all a deviation 

occurs, during an anomaly high false alarm is raised but it 

lacks training of the data as that event may or may not be 

malicious.  
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For example in the user 1 in table III apriori generates a 

model which contains the fact: 

192.168.1.32:81 => INTRUSION [0.845104,0.15434] 

Means 84.5104% of the time user does activity 

(192.168.1.32:81) out of which 15.434% is the intrusion 

detected activity. Based on the current systems threshold the 

value can be determined. After collecting datasets the Apriori 

algorithm creates a model to detect activities (on the IP or on 

the port) which are malicious. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

The experiment was carried out on the list based and the 

apriori based. For demonstration purpose List based packet 

filter was proven to be the best but it considerably lacks its 

efficiency when compared to BDD based approach, the BDD 

based prototype consumes lesser memory and provides a 

faster access. Here the accuracy of the firewall depends upon 

the number of acceptance and rejection rate of the packets 

that flow within the organization. Figure 5 shows the 

following comparison which proves that the BDD based 

approach is much better than the traditional list based 

approach. The anomaly based detection system classifies the 

type of intrusion on the system by association rule mining the 

Figure 6. Shows the comparison between the clusters based 

predicts and provides us the novel sets of attacks based on the 

given dataset to the system. The purpose of the system which 

suffices the need of a firewall and an intrusion detection 

system is satisfied in the given system approach and the 

association rule based approach, i.e. Apriori as the 

classification approach uses data mining approach.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, a complete solution is provided which solves 

the problems that are faced within the network and outside 

the network. This model has also used data mining approach 

to tackle the snort related activities which tamper the 

organization within the internal means of the users. The 

comparison between the traditional list based approach and 

the BDD based approach is studied. Featuring as, Proctor for  

any organization. The results based on the filtering approach 

were done and BDD was found to be well suited. The 

association mining pattern proved that Apriori provides a 

better way to mine the novel set of attacks. 
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